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Abstract 

Contrary to predictions based on cognitive accessibility, heightened gender 

identity salience resulted in lower perceived vulnerability and reduced donation 

behavior to identity-specific risks (e.g., breast cancer). No such effect was manifest 

with identity-neutral risks. Establishing the importance of self-identity, perceived 

breast cancer vulnerability was lower when women were primed with their own 

gender, but not with the general category of gender. Establishing the involvement of 

unconscious defense mechanisms, fear appraisal prior to the risk rating task 

eliminated the effect of a gender identity prime on perceived breast cancer 

vulnerability. The findings have direct implications for health communication and 

donation campaigns. 



Extended Abstract 

 

Breast cancer is one of the world’s leading causes of death and breast cancer 

awareness campaigns aim to increase women’s risk awareness and promote early 

screening behavior. Health campaigns aimed at increasing women’s breast cancer 
awareness often stress women’s vulnerability to breast cancer using images and 

appeals related to the female sex and to femininity. Estimates of personal risk are 
constructed by individuals based on environmental cues and personal experience. In 

particular, personal risk perceptions are closely tied to individuals’ sense of self due to 
the link between aspects of one’s self-concept (e.g., lifestyle, age or gender) and 

actual risk. Despite the large body of literature devoted to understanding the 
psychological processes involved in the estimation of perceived vulnerability, the 

relationship between risk estimates and self-identity is still unclear. 

This paper explored how inherent characteristics of a risk interact with self-

identity salience to influence estimates of perceived vulnerability. In particular, we 

investigated how and under which conditions the salience of a certain identity trait 

(e.g., gender) can influence one’s perceived susceptibility to risks associated with this 

trait (e.g., breast cancer). Two alternative theoretical accounts—cognitive 

accessibility and defense mechanisms—provide opposing predictions with regard to 

the direction of the influence of identity salience in perceived risk.  

Cognitive accessibility predicts an increase in gender-related risk perception 

following an increase in gender salience. Contextual factors that increase the salience 

of a dimension of self-identity should increase the accessibility of knowledge 

structures associated with this dimension and result in higher likelihood estimates for 

risks that are associated to this activated dimension through the operation of 
judgmental heuristics. For example, increased (decreased) accessibility of AIDS-

related information had a positive (negative) effect on associated risk perceptions 
(Raghubir and Menon 1998). The cognitive accessibility account therefore predicts 

that increased gender salience should increase estimates of gender-specific risks. 
A different line of reasoning, based on defense mechanisms, leads to the 

opposite prediction for identity aspects that are central to the self. The sexual self is a 
central aspect of women’s multifaceted self and a disease such as breast cancer is 

inextricably bound to women’s perception of their gender identity. Under conditions 

of heightened gender identity salience, the thought of contracting breast cancer may 

be perceived as especially threatening. Consequently, defensive mechanisms—which 

are intimately related to ego threat—may occur in these conditions, leading to a 

minimization of subjective risk estimates. For example, participants who were made 

to believe they suffered from a fictitious enzyme deficiency evaluated this deficiency 

as less serious than controls (Jemmott, Ditto, and Croyle 1986) and personal relevance 

increases the likelihood that threatening health messages are defensively processed 

(Liberman and Chaiken 1992). 

To summarize, two distinct accounts make opposing predictions regarding the 

effect of identity salience on identity-specific risk perception. Cognitive accessibility 

predicts that heightening women’s gender identity increases perceived vulnerability to 

risks such as breast cancer. A motivational defense mechanism account predicts 
instead that when a central aspect of the self (e.g., women’s gender) is made more 

salient, threats (e.g., breast cancer) to this aspect are likely to trigger defensive 
mechanisms (e.g., risk minimization). Neither account predicts an effect of increased 

gender salience on gender-neutral risks. 



We conducted a series of experiments with female participants to test these 

theories. Significant interactions and simple effects provide evidence for the defensive 

mechanism account and explored boundary conditions for the effect of identity 

salience on perceived risk. In experiment 1, 2, and 4 identity salience was 

manipulated using an essay writing task. Relative to a control condition, in the gender 
prime condition we observed a decrease in women’s perceived risk of contracting 

breast cancer (experiments 1 and 4) whereas no effect was evident on risks without a 
link to gender identity. Behavioral implications were apparent in experiment 2, in 

which we found that gender priming leads to a decrease in donations to research on 
ovarian cancer treatment. Confirming the role of nonconscious defensive mechanisms, 

fear appraisal prior to the risk rating task muted the effect of gender identity salience 
on risk perceptions (experiment 4). In experiment 3 we used a more subtle gender 

priming task in which participants determined the gender of Dutch words. 

Establishing the importance of self-identity, perceived breast cancer vulnerability was 

lower when women were primed with their own gender, but not with the general 

category of gender. 

These experiments contribute to literature on subjective risk estimates, 

defensive mechanisms and cognitive priming. Moreover, the results have implications 

for the design of health campaigns. Breast cancer awareness campaigns almost 

inevitably stress womanhood or women’s sense of gender identity and along with it 

the relative importance of this identity aspect for their self-concept. Our findings 

indicate that an increase in gender identity salience can trigger defensive mechanisms 

of risk minimization, thus potentially attenuating or even reversing a campaign’s 

intended consequences. The results of the experiments provide a number of 

suggestions on how to reduce the likelihood of defensive mechanisms interfering with 
the intended aim of health campaigns. 
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GENDER IDENTITY SALIENCE AND PERCEIVED VULNERABILITY  

TO BREAST CANCER 

 

Breast cancer is one of the world’s leading causes of death and, as with many 

diseases, early diagnosis can often significantly improve chances of survival. Because 

judgments of vulnerability to health risks are generally regarded as a necessary 

condition for precautionary behavior, breast cancer awareness campaigns aim to 

increase women’s risk awareness and promote early screening behavior. 

Personal risk perceptions are also closely tied to individuals’ sense of self due 

to the link between aspects of one’s self-concept (e.g., lifestyle, age or gender) and 

actual risk. We examine how the situational salience of women’s own gender affects 

perceived vulnerability to breast cancer. This is an issue that is especially relevant to 

health communication practices because appeals warning against breast cancer tend to 

make gender identity salient through text (e.g., “If you are a woman, what you’re 

about to read could save your life…”), symbols (e.g., the pink ribbon), or images 

(e.g., a naked woman covering her removed breast). 

IDENTITY SALIENCE AND RISK PERCEPTIONS 

Research on self-identity highlights the influence of situational factors and of 

the social environment on the self-concept (Markus and Wurf 1987). According to the 

notion of a malleable self-concept, all individuals possess a number of different selves 

related to the various roles and goals endorsed in life. Each of us has a repertoire of 

social identities ranging from clearly delineated group memberships (e.g., soccer club 

member) to abstract social categories (e.g., liberal). The salience of these different 

identity aspects is dependent on social circumstances, with both motivational (Markus 



and Nurius 1986) and information processing consequences (Markus and Kunda 

1986). 

Medical risk can often be predicted by the presence of personal traits and 

lifestyles. For example, one’s gender predicts susceptibility to breast cancer and 

smoking predicts susceptibility to lung cancer. To the extent that a personal trait or 

lifestyle forms an important part of an aspect of self-identity, situational variability in 

identity salience should influence perceived vulnerability to risks associated to this 

aspect of identity. Despite the importance of considering the role of self-identity in 

models of risk perception, little is known about the influence of identity salience on 

risk. We identified two alternative theoretical accounts—cognitive accessibility and 

defense mechanisms—that provide opposing predictions with regard to the direction 

of this influence.  

Cognitive Accessibility Predicts Increased Perceived Vulnerability. Cognitive 

accessibility predicts an increase in gender-related risk perception following an 

increase in gender salience. Contextual factors that increase the salience of a 

dimension of self-identity should increase the accessibility of knowledge structures 

associated with this dimension due to the principle of spreading of activation 

(McClelland 2000). The increased accessibility should then result in higher likelihood 

estimates for risks that are associated to this activated dimension through the 

operation of judgmental heuristics.  

According to the availability heuristic, the likelihood of an event can be 

estimated based on the ease with which operations of retrieval, construction or 

association can be performed (Tversky and Kahneman 1973). A variety of 

mechanisms can underlie the availability heuristic (Hertwig, Pachur, and 

Kurzenhauser 2005). An increased accessibility of specific instances can give rise to 



higher subjective risk estimates. For example, the number of recalled occurrences of 

breast cancer in one’s network of acquaintances can be used as a cue for estimating 

one’s personal risk. The actual operation of retrieval, however, is not necessary for the 

availability heuristic. Cognitive accessibility can also be assessed by the perceived 

ease with which operations of retrieval or construction could be performed (Tversky 

and Kahneman 1973), what Hertwig et al. (2005) labeled the fluency mechanism.  

The availability heuristic is a cornerstone of literature on judgment and 

decision making, and its importance has not escaped consumer researchers in the area 

of risk perception. For example, increased (decreased) accessibility of AIDS-related 

information had a positive (negative) effect on associated risk perceptions (Raghubir 

and Menon 1998). The cognitive accessibility account therefore predicts that 

increased gender salience should increase accessibility of gender-related knowledge 

structures and hence increase estimates of gender-specific risks.  

Defense Mechanisms Predict Decreased Perceived Vulnerability. A different 

line of reasoning, based on defense mechanisms, leads to the opposite prediction of a 

cognitive accessibility account for identity aspects that are central to the self. The 

sexual self is a central aspect of women’s multifaceted self (Andersen and 

Cyranowski 1994) and a disease such as breast cancer is inextricably bound to 

women’s perception of their gender identity (Fallowfield and Hall 1991). For cultural, 

developmental and sexual reasons, the breast plays a core role in female identity 

formation (Hall 1997). Therefore we hypothesize that under conditions of heightened 

gender identity salience, the thought of contracting breast cancer will be perceived as 

especially threatening. Consequently, defensive mechanisms – which are intimately 

related to ego threat – should occur in this condition, leading to a minimization of 

subjective risk estimates.  



Well documented defense mechanisms in risk settings are denial strategies 

such as minimizing threat, building perceptual defenses, and using personal fantasies 

and ridicule (Baumeister, Dale, and Sommer 1998). For example, participants who 

were made to believe they suffer from a fictitious enzyme deficiency evaluated this 

deficiency as less serious than controls (Jemmott, Ditto, and Croyle 1986) and 

personal relevance has been found to increase the likelihood that threatening health 

messages are defensively processed (Liberman and Chaiken 1992). Such defensive 

processing can be avoided by self-affirmation in unrelated domains, corroborating the 

link between defensive mechanisms and ego threat (Harris and Napper 2005). 

To summarize, two distinct accounts make opposing predictions regarding the 

effect of identity salience on identity-specific risk perception. Cognitive accessibility 

predicts that heightening women’s gender identity increases perceived vulnerability to 

risks such as breast cancer. A motivational defense mechanism account predicts the 

opposite. When a central aspect of the self (e.g., women’s gender) is made more 

salient, threats (e.g., breast cancer) to this aspect are likely to trigger defensive 

mechanisms (e.g., risk minimization). Neither account predicts an effect of increased 

gender salience on gender-neutral risks.  

EXPERIMENT 1 

Experiment 1 was designed to assess the effect of heightened gender salience 

on women’s perceived susceptibility to breast cancer – a gender-specific risk – and 

several gender-neutral risks. 

Method 

Participants and Design. Participants were 37 female students at a Dutch 

university who participated in an online study in return for entering a lottery (median 

and modal age < 21). Participants completed two purportedly unrelated studies. The 



first contained a manipulation of gender salience while the second assessed perceived 

vulnerability to a number of risks. The design was therefore a mixed 2 (gender 

salience: gender-prime vs. control) x 2 (risk type: gender-specific vs. gender-neutral) 

design with gender salience manipulated between subjects.  

Procedure. Participants were randomly emailed a link to one of two versions 

of a website with the incentive of a lottery offering a 10% chance of receiving a €20 

voucher from a popular online book retailer. The two studies were presented as 

independent (e.g., using different graphical elements) and students were assured that 

they would receive the lottery ticket for the first study even if they did not complete 

the second one (one person did not). Participants in the gender-prime (control) 

condition wrote two essays on the influence of their gender (education) on decision 

making and interpersonal relationships. A pre-test—not reported here due to space 

restrictions—confirmed the validity of this gender priming procedure by testing its 

effect on femininity and masculinity scores as measured by established gender 

identity measures (e.g., Bem 1981). An allegedly unrelated second study was then 

introduced as an investigation of people’s vulnerability to accidents, injuries, and 

diseases. Participants rated their perceived vulnerabilities to nine gender-neutral risks 

(e.g., plane crash, heart attack, diabetes) and one gender-specific risk (breast cancer) 

on a scale ranging from 1 (“very unlikely for me”) to 7 (“very likely for me”). On the 

final page of the website, participants were asked to report their age, to indicate 

whether they had been interrupted at any time during the completion of the two 

studies, and to guess the purpose of the study. 

Results and Discussion 

No participant made a connection between the two parts of the study. Risk 

scores for the nine gender-neutral items were averaged. Results were analyzed using a 



2 (priming condition) x 2 (risk type) ANOVA with repeated measures on the second 

factor. This analysis revealed a main effect of risk type, F(1, 34) = 47.76, p < .0001: 

participants felt more at risk for breast cancer (M = 4.58, SD = 1.34) than for the 

gender-neutral risks (M = 3.30, SD = 0.81). There was no significant main effect of 

the experimental priming condition (p > .15). There was a significant risk type by 

priming condition interaction, F(1, 34) = 6.36, p < .05. This was consistent with a 

defense mechanism explanation as opposed to a cognitive accessibility account. 

Women in the gender-prime condition reported lower breast cancer risk estimates (M 

= 4.07, SD = 1.28) than women in the control condition (M = 4.95, SD = 1.28), t(34) = 

2.04, p < .05, whereas there was no effect of the priming condition on the average of 

the other risks (M = 3.30, SD = 0.80 vs. M = 3.30, SD = 0.84). To validate the 

averaging across gender-neutral risks, we computed separate univariate ANOVAs for 

each included risk. The only significant effect of the gender priming procedure was 

observed for the breast cancer risk estimate, F(1, 34) = 4.18, p < .05, whereas there 

was no effect of gender priming on any of the other risks (ps > .29). Given the novelty 

of these findings, we carried out a replication using participants from a different 

country. A study using 69 female students at a UK university led to analogous results 

to those of experiment 1 (for the priming by risk type interaction, F(1, 67) = 4.20, p < 

.05). 

EXPERIMENT 2 

The goal of experiment 2 was to examine the effect of gender priming on real 

donations to different types of cancer research. In particular, we examined whether, 

paralleling the effect on risk perceptions observed in experiment 1, gender priming 

can lead to an effect on actual donation behavior. We also used a different disease, 



ovarian cancer, which is a less common form of cancer than breast cancer but one that 

is also central to women’s sexual identities.  

Method 

Participants were 26 female students at a UK business school (median and 

modal age was 21-25 years) who participated in exchange for an actual contribution to 

Cancer Research UK. There was one between-subjects factor: gender salience. The 

study was conducted online. As in the previous experiment, participants in the gender-

prime (control) condition wrote two essays about the influence of their gender 

(education) on decision making and on interpersonal relationships. They were 

informed that, in exchange for their help, ₤5 would be donated to Cancer Research 

UK and were then asked to select the type of cancer research that they wanted to 

sponsor. Six options were provided: gallbladder-, larynx-, leukemia-, lung-, ovarian-, 

or prostate cancer. Participants were then asked to indicate their age, whether they 

were interrupted while completing the study, and to guess the purpose of the study. 

Results and Discussion 

One participant guessed the purpose of the study and was omitted from the 

analysis. Four participants indicated they had been interrupted during the study. The 

majority (15 out of 25) of participants donated to research on ovarian cancer so we 

dichotomized the response into donating to ovarian cancer research versus not. A 

logistic regression modeling the probability of donating to ovarian cancer research as 

a function of the experimental condition and the interruption covariate shows a 

significant effect of condition, Wald χ2(1) = 4.13, p < .05. Fewer participants in the 

gender priming condition donated to ovarian cancer (42%) than in the control 

condition (77%). This experiment showed that the operation of defensive mechanisms 

in response to gender priming has behavioral consequences. Gender priming led to a 



decrease in the amount of money that participants decided to donate to ovarian cancer 

research. This result also has substantive implications for health campaigns aimed at 

fund raising. 

EXPERIMENT 3 

Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence consistent with a defense mechanism 

but contrary to the predictions of the cognitive accessibility account. The latter 

suggests that priming people with gender should result in an increased accessibility of 

gender-related constructs which, in turn, should lead to higher perceived risk 

estimates for gender-related risks. Experiment 3 explored boundary conditions for the 

occurrence of a defense mechanism while simultaneously testing for the presence of a 

countervailing cognitive mechanism. A defense mechanism of risk minimization 

should only manifest itself in the case of ego threat, that is, when one’s own gender 

identity is made more salient. The cognitive accessibility effect should manifest itself 

when gender is activated as a general cognitive category, that is, without necessarily 

requiring specific reference to one’s own gender. Therefore, the primary goal of 

experiment 3 was to devise a priming procedure which would disentangle the two 

processes.  

In contrast to the flexible essay writing manipulation of the previous 

experiments, we employed a highly abstract manipulation of gender salience in which 

participants were asked to guess the gender of a series of Dutch words. In Dutch a 

word’s gender is mostly difficult to determine, requiring elaborate thinking. To 

determine a word’s gender one must try to substitute the word in a sentence by 

gender-disambiguating pronouns like ‘him’ or ‘her’. Even then, errors can occur 

frequently. We therefore used the determination of words’ gender as a priming 

procedure to prime either the general cognitive category of gender (general-gender 



condition) or women’s own gender (own-gender condition). The breast cancer risk 

estimates in these conditions were also compared to those in a control condition where 

participants rated the abstractness versus concreteness of a noun. Due to the increase 

in cognitive accessibility of gender-related constructs, breast cancer risk estimates 

should be highest in the general-gender condition. The operation of defense 

mechanisms should cause breast cancer risk estimates to be lower in the own-gender 

than in the control and general-gender conditions. 

Method 

Participants and Design. Participants were 122 female undergraduate students 

at a Dutch university (age: M = 22, SD = 4.21) who participated in this experiment as 

part of a series of studies in return for a small reward (candy). Experiment 3 used a 

mixed 3 (priming: general-gender vs. own-gender vs. control) by 2 (risk type: gender-

specific vs. gender-neutral) design, with the first factor manipulated between-subjects 

and the second within-subjects.  

Procedure. Participants completed the study in individual cubicles. The 

experiment used a pool of 30 male and 30 female words randomly selected from the 

Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal (Nederlandse Taalunie 2005), the official Dutch 

vocabulary. Examples of male words are “corridor” (“gang”), “distance” (“afstand”), 

“fish” (“vis”), and “magnet” (“magneet”). Examples of female words are “factory” 

(“fabriek”), “house” (“woning”), “music” (“muziek”), and “politics” (“politiek”). 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three priming conditions. In the 

general- and own-gender conditions, they were asked to guess the gender of 16 words 

by substituting them in a sentence with a gender-disambiguating pronoun, and to 

report each sentence before confirming the gender of the word. In the own-gender 

condition, unbeknownst to participants, the 16 words were randomly selected from the 



list of 30 female words. In the general-gender condition, participants had to determine 

the gender of 8 randomly drawn words from the list of 30 male words and 8 randomly 

drawn words from the list of 30 female words. Participants in the control condition 

were instead asked to rate the abstractness of all 60 words in the database. Next, 

participants were thanked for their cooperation so far and told that the next part of the 

research session was a study exploring perceived vulnerability to personal risks. 

Participants had to indicate their subjective probability of suffering in the future from 

heart attack, diabetes, breast cancer and hepatitis C. As in experiments 1 and 2, we 

used a 7-point scale with the endpoints marked as “very unlikely for me” and “very 

likely for me”. At the end of the experiment participants were asked to guess the 

purpose of the study.  

Results 

No participant expressed a suspicion about the link between the word task and 

the risk ratings study. Moreover, no participant in the own-gender condition noted the 

absence of male words. The data were analyzed using a 3 (priming condition) by 2 

(risk type) ANOVA, with the second factor as a repeated measure. The main effect of 

experimental condition was marginally significant, F(2, 119) = 2.96, p < .06, with the 

average estimates of all risks lower in the own-gender (M = 3.42, SD = 1.22) than the 

general-gender (M = 3.94, SD = 1.00) and control (M = 3.87, SD = 0.87) conditions. 

The main effect of risk type was significant, F(1, 119) = 120, p < .0001, with breast 

cancer risk estimates (M = 4.39, SD = 1.45) higher than the average of other risk 

estimates (M = 3.07, SD = 1.07). Most importantly, the hypothesized priming 

condition by type of risk interaction qualified these main effects, F(2,119) = 5.41, p < 

.01. Detailed contrast analyses (reported below) showed that priming moderated the 



breast cancer risk estimates but not the average of the other risks (for these risks, all 

ps > .30); see Figure 1.  

FIGURE 1: Priming by risk type interaction in experiment 3 
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As hypothesized, and confirmed by a significant linear trend test, t(119) = 

3.23, p < .01, breast cancer risk estimates were highest in the general-gender condition 

(M = 4.89, SD = 1.35) and lowest in the own-gender condition (M = 3.86, SD = 1.58), 

with the control condition falling in between (M = 4.52, SD = 1.23). Planned contrasts 

revealed that breast cancer risk estimates were significantly lower in the own-gender 

condition than in the control condition, t(119) = 2.29, p < .05. However, although in 

the expected direction, the difference between the general-gender and control 

conditions was not significant, t(119) = 1.15, p = .25. 

Discussion 

Experiment 3 served two purposes. First, we wanted to establish boundary 

conditions for the operation of defense mechanisms. Second, we wanted to generalize 

the effect of gender identity salience on own-gender risk estimates with a different 

gender priming procedure. Specifically, we reasoned that for these defense 

mechanisms to occur, participants must be primed with their own gender. When 



gender is primed as a general cognitive category, we expected that breast cancer risk 

estimates would increase due to the increased accessibility of gender-related 

constructs and the relatively lower intensity of ego threat. Though a planned contrast 

failed to provide direct support for the latter, a linear trend analysis provided support 

for this conjecture: women’s breast cancer risk perceptions were lowest when they 

were specifically primed with their own gender and highest when primed with the 

general cognitive category of gender, with the risk perceptions in a control condition 

falling in between.  

Experiment 3 also reduces the possibility that the observed effects are 

cognitive rather than motivational in nature, namely that they are the result of a 

contrast effect. Previous research has shown that extreme primes can lead to opposite 

effects from moderate primes (Herr, Sherman, and Fazio 1983). In experiments 1 and 

2, the essay-writing manipulation resulted in a supraliminal and possibly extreme 

prime, one that might have led to a contrast explainable by a cognitive accessibility 

account. The subtle, if not subconscious, manipulation in experiment 3 makes this 

explanation unlikely. 

EXPERIMENT 4 

Although experiment 3 provides more conclusive evidence for the 

unconscious nature of the breast cancer risk minimization resulting from gender 

priming, direct evidence that this effect stems from a defensive process in response to 

threat is still lacking. We suggested that the effect is driven by an unconscious feeling 

of threat in response to breast cancer that is elevated in women who have been gender 

primed. If this is the case, it should be possible to neutralize the effect by making 

women conscious of their fear of the disease. Research on ego defense has argued that 

defensive processes can not be effective if the defending person becomes aware of the 



process (Cramer 2000; Lazarus 2000). More generally, in their Appraisal-Tendency 

Framework for emotional carryover effects on risk perceptions, Han, Lerner and 

Keltner (2007) argued that these emotional influences will disappear (or be reversed 

due to overcorrection) when people become aware of them, consistent with a rich 

body of research on the use of affect as information (e.g., Schwarz and Clore 1983). 

The current study therefore tests the prediction that fear appraisal prior to the risk 

rating task eliminates the effect of gender priming on breast cancer risk estimates. 

Method 

Participants and Design. One hundred and fifteen female students at a large 

Southeastern US university participated in the current study for course credit (age: M 

= 20.2, SD = 1.65). The design of the study was a mixed 2 (priming: gender vs. 

control) by 2 (order of tasks: fear ratings before risk ratings vs. vice versa) by 2 (risk 

type: gender-specific vs. gender-neutral) with the first two factors manipulated 

between subjects and the third within-subjects. 

Procedure. The experiment was conducted in a behavioral lab embedded in a 

series of studies. As gender priming manipulation we used again the essay writing 

task. In the seemingly unrelated subsequent study, we investigated participants’ 

perceived level of fear and risk for seven negative events, one target (breast cancer) 

and six fillers (e.g., heart attack, diabetes, and Alzheimer’s disease). Both fear and 

risk ratings were assessed on seven-point scales and administered on a per event basis 

(with either risk or fear first depending on experimental condition). Order of events 

was randomized with the restriction that breast cancer was never assessed first.  

Results 

A repeated-measures ANOVA was consistent with our theorizing showing that 

assessing fear ratings first eliminates the interaction effect demonstrated across 



previous experiments. The main effect of risk type was significant, with breast cancer 

risk (M = 4.44, SD = 1.49) higher than the gender-neutral risks (M = 3.47, SD = 0.96), 

F(1, 111) = 69.16, p < .0001. There was a significant interaction between risk type 

and priming, F(1, 111) = 5.18, p < .03. Breast cancer risk perceptions were lower in 

the gender prime (M = 4.20, SD = 1.63) than in the control condition (M = 4.76, SD = 

1.22), F(1, 111) = 3.65, p < .06, with no effects on the average of the other risks (p > 

.82). Most importantly, this effect was further moderated by a three-way interaction 

that included the order-of-tasks manipulation, F(1, 111) = 5.05, p < .03. Planned 

interaction contrasts show that the priming manipulation only had an effect on the 

breast cancer risk perceptions when risk perceptions were assessed first, with breast 

cancer risk perceptions lower after the gender prime (M = 3.97, SD = 1.68) than in the 

control condition (M = 4.85, SD = 1.26), F(1, 111) = 5.36, p = .02. This effect was 

absent when fear ratings were assessed first (p > .65). No effects were significant for 

the average of the other risks (both ps > .29); see Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2: Risk Estimates Gender Prime Interaction in experiment 4 

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Despite the large body of literature devoted to understanding the psychological 

processes involved in the estimation of perceived vulnerability, the relationship 

between risk estimates and self-identity is still unclear. This paper explored how 
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inherent characteristics of a risk interact with self-identity salience to influence 

estimates of perceived vulnerability. In particular, we investigated how and under 

which conditions the salience of a certain identity trait (e.g., gender) can influence 

one’s perceived susceptibility to risks associated with this trait (e.g., breast cancer). 

Estimates of personal risk are constructed by individuals based on 

environmental cues and personal experience (Gerend et al. 2004). This illustrates the 

need to consider social cognition in understanding the processes involved in assessing 

one’s vulnerability to personal risks. It has long been assumed that greater cognitive 

accessibility should result in higher likelihood estimates for uncertain events (Tversky 

and Kahneman 1973). Across a number of studies, we provided evidence for the 

operation of a different mechanism, one that is both intriguing from a theoretical point 

of view—as it leads to predictions opposite to those of a cognitive accessibility 

account—and important from a substantive point of view—as it has implications for 

the design and implementation of health campaigns. We predicted that an increase in 

the salience of a central identity aspect (gender) associated with a personal risk 

(breast- and ovarian cancer) can trigger selective defensive mechanisms of risk 

minimization. We found that priming participants’ own gender led to reduced 

perceived vulnerability to breast cancer, and ovarian cancer donations, but that it did 

not affect perceptions of gender-neutral risks.  

 

Implications for Defense Mechanisms 

In contemporary thinking about defense mechanisms, an important function is 

seen to be the protection of the self and self-esteem (Cramer 2000). This is 

exemplified by the extensive body of research on Terror Management Theory (TMT, 

Pyszczynski et al. 2004). According to TMT, people are motivated to pursue positive 



self-evaluations because self-esteem provides a buffer against the omnipresent 

potential for anxiety engendered by the uniquely human awareness of mortality. A 

wealth of empirical research has shown that increasing the salience of one’s mortality 

leads to a wide array of self-esteem bolstering effects, such as identification with 

one’s culture and relevant in-groups and increased pride in one’s talents. This 

literature has shown that the need to bolster self-esteem triggered by the existential 

fear of death can lead individuals to engage in risky behaviors, such as reckless 

driving and unsafe sex (Ben-Ari 2004; Ben-Ari, Florian, and Mikulincer 1999). The 

current set of studies adds to this literature by highlighting a new context in which 

maladaptive responses can be triggered by ego threat. 

Self-esteem is derived from many individual-specific dimensions (Crocker and 

Wolfe 2001). Individuals have (limited) freedom to choose the domains on which they 

stake their self-esteem and the salience of different domains will be context 

dependent. Some domains may be more central than others to an extent that they will 

almost unavoidably be incorporated in one’s sense of self-esteem and previous 

research has documented the importance of women’s sense of gender identity in the 

development of their self-esteem (Andersen and Cyranowski 1994). Our findings 

indicate that the prominence of such central dimensions in one’s self-definition can be 

further increased and has immediate motivational consequences by shielding the self 

from potential threats to this central dimension. To our knowledge, our studies are the 

first to manipulate the salience of a central dimension of identity to demonstrate that 

this triggers selective defense mechanisms restricted to protecting the activated 

dimension: defensive risk minimization was limited to the gender-specific risk 

estimates and did not affect risk estimates in general. 

 



Implications for Priming Research 

Early studies on priming lent considerable support to spreading activation 

models of our knowledge system as a distributed network of semantically and 

associatively linked concepts (Collins and Loftus 1975). Generally, activating 

(priming) a concept leads to an increased accessibility of related concepts and hence 

an increased probability that these will be manifested behaviorally (Kruglanski 1996). 

As a warning against ‘simplistic’ expectations regarding priming effects, however, 

several sources of contrast effects in priming have been identified. It has been shown 

that extreme primes can lead to opposite effects from more moderate primes (Herr, 

Sherman and Fazio 1983), that awareness of the prime can lead to contrast effects 

(Lombardi, Higgins, and Bargh 1987) as can priming people with exemplars instead 

of stereotypes or traits (Moskowitz and Skurnik 1999). Recently, the importance of 

taking into account motivational processes when studying priming effects has been 

demonstrated by the research of Arndt et al. (2007) who showed that priming people 

with cancer can lead to suppression, instead of increased accessibility, of death-related 

thoughts when participants enjoy sufficient processing capacity. Our results add to 

this literature by showing how increased self-relevance enhances the probability of 

motivational, defensive mechanisms interfering with the basic priming effect. This 

process was most distinct in the linear trend observed in experiment 3. Here we found 

that women’s breast cancer risk estimates were directionally higher in the general 

gender condition than in the control condition, as would be expected from a simple 

priming effect which would increase the accessibility of gender-related concepts when 

gender is primed. Only when personal relevance increased by specifically priming 

participants’ own gender, did the motivational defense mechanism of risk 



minimization overrule the basic priming effect. This suggests ego threat as a new 

moderator of basic priming effects. 

 

Implications for Health Communication 

Health campaigns aimed at increasing women’s breast screening behavior 

often stress women’s vulnerability to breast cancer using images and appeals related 

to the female sex and to femininity. Our results lead to the counterintuitive conclusion 

that the use of these appeals might have adverse effects on female’s risk perceptions 

for breast cancer. These appeals almost inevitably stress womanhood or women’s 

sense of gender identity and along with it the relative importance of this identity 

aspect for their self-concept. Our findings indicate that such an increase in gender 

identity salience can trigger defensive mechanisms of risk minimization, thus 

potentially attenuating or even reversing a campaign’s intended consequences. For 

example, experiment 2 found that this had a detrimental effect on donating behavior.  

The experiments presented above provide a number of suggestions on how to 

reduce the likelihood of defensive mechanisms interfering with the intended aim of 

health campaigns. Experiment 3 suggests that breast cancer awareness campaigns 

might avoid triggering defensive mechanisms when the appeal is not directly linked to 

women’s gender identity. In practice, this might be accomplished by designing breast 

cancer awareness campaigns that focus on directly altering behavior, for example by 

trying to impose implementation intentions for screening behavior. In addition, the 

results of experiment 4 suggest that eliciting explicit fear appraisal could be a way to 

reduce the impact of defensive mechanisms. This could be accomplished through 

textual information (e.g., “How afraid are you of breast cancer?”). 
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